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1. (a) Defioe the Netfi metric space.

Let (X,d) be amet c space. Deflne amappingd':X x X -+lRby
d'@,e) = m\t(l, d'(t'Y)).

Show that d' is a metric on X.

(b) Let (X,d) be a metdc space and let (a"), (b') be sequence in X Prove that

i. if a. -+ a and bn ---) b as n -+ oo then d(a"'b") --+ d(a'b) as t' -) oo;

ii. if (o.) is convergent then it i6 bounded

2. (a) L€t A be a subset of a metric space (X, d) Define the followings:

i. Closure of At

ii. SubsPare of (X,d).

(b) Let (X,d) be a comPlete metic space and Y be a subspace of X' Prove that y is

complete if and only if I is closed in (X, d)'

(c) Prove that if I is a subset of metlic space (X, tl) then closure of '4 ie the smallest

closed set contains A.

(d) Prove that in any metric space, singleton scts are closed sets'



(a) Deffne the following terms

i. Separated set;

ii. Diaco0n€cted set.

(X,d)r Prove that the following BtateFents are
(b) Let Y be a subset of a metdc sPace

equivalerIt

i. Y is connected;

ii.YcalnotbeexprcssedasadisjoiltuBioooftwonotr.emptyclosedsetsiuY;

iii. O a,ld Y a,le the only sets which are both open a,Ild closed in Y'

4. (a) What is meant by a function ftom a metdc space (X, d) to a metric space (Y' p) is

contiBuoug al.-eXl

i. Let (X, dx) and (y, dv) be two rnetric spaces Prove that a mapping J : X --+ Y

iscontinuousotrXifandonlyifforallclosedsetsofGiny'thesetl-!(G)is
closed in X.

ii.LetX:C[0,1],thesetofallcontinuoustuDctiorson[0'1]'andletdbeam€tric

on x defined bv d(f,s) : .l^ lf{"\ - nl,'l a,' If /"(r) : r" ror all c € 10'11

and tu € N then show tbat thi sequence (/n) converges in X'

(b) Define lhe trctm cornqact set'

Prove that the set 10, 1] c lR is compact


